Standardly, linguistics identifies dictionary semantics for linguistic study. But in practice language is used for reasoning without a clear distinction between such linguistic knowledge and world knowledge. A classical problem in real reasoning is that of establishing and combining the relevant roles of encyclopedic or world knowledge and linguistic semantic knowledge. The article by Bankova et al. analyses entailment in distributional semantics in relation to this issue.
The article by Wijnholds addresses the classical covert movement phenomenon of quantification in logical syntactic calculi with statistical semantics building on a categorical compositional distributional approach that uses bialgebras to model generalised quantifiers.
The article by Moot proposes weighted logical syntactic proof rules integrating distributional and logical semantics and suggests ways to compare proofs by applying vector similarity measures induced from their weights; the latter are mined from proof banks.
Lambda calculus logical semantic representation is a lingua franca of logical semantics. The article by Muskens and Sadrzadeh presents possible ways for a systematic development of distributional semantics for lambda calculus models of natural language. For this purpose they adopt also lambda grammar syntax, but inessentially, and in this way they furnish proposals which are widely applicable. Their approach allows them to use dynamic logic to reason about admittance of sentences by corpora using concepts similar to those in Heim's context logic.
The squib by Morrill discusses details of logical grammar in relation to the covert movement of relativization and the overt movement of quantification.
The order of papers and a brief description of them are as follows:
